MANSFIELD ENERGY
Protect Your Drivers from COVID-19 with

Backyard Mobile Fueling
A New Set of Fleet Challenges

COVID-19 has created unprecedented challenges for
commercial drivers. In addition to reducing driver capacity
due to sickness, the pandemic has limited driver ability to
perform face-to-face deliveries. Drivers are a critical resource
in fighting the pandemic, putting pressure on fleets to protect
their personnel.

Protect driver health and increase driver utilization
with Backyard Mobile Fueling.

How It Works
 Direct-to-vehicle fueling in your backyard during off-hours
 Touchless tank fills for your drivers and site personnel
 Electronic delivery tickets and invoicing

Mobile Fueling Benefits
In addition to protecting your company’s critical drivers, mobile
fueling provides the following benefits for your fleet:

1. Increased Driver & Truck Asset Utilization
Drivers don’t need to interrupt their route for fueling.
2. Reduced Labor Expense
Eliminate fueling wait times and extra stops.
3. Enhanced Fuel Control
Manage what fuel is dispensed into your trucks.
4. Lower Fuel Costs
Eliminate wide retail spreads, credit card fees, and shrink.
5. Enhanced Reporting
Track fueling with transparent, detailed invoicing by vehicle.

Contact Mansfield
Leading fleets are enabling their
drivers to practice social
distancing by limiting their
exposure at the fuel pump.
Whether your company is
considering a long-term transition
or simply seeking short-term
protection, mobile fueling is a
safe, affordable alternative to
driver fueling.
As the largest delivered fuel
supplier in North America,
Mansfield Energy can help your
company manage its fuel
program effectively. Mansfield
works with hundreds of mobile
fueling partners to ensure
customers experience reliable,
accurate service.

Learn More Today
info@mansfieldoil.com

1-800-695-6626

ABOUT MANSFIELD ENERGY
Serving North America's leading companies, organizations and governments, Mansfield Energy provides innovative
solutions to the most demanding energy procurement, supply and logistics challenges. Offering a broad range of
solutions including fuel, DEF, natural gas, data management tools and price risk management services, Mansfield
Energy delivers over 3 billion gallons of fuel and complementary products annually to 8,000 customers across the U.S.
and Canada. Mansfield Energy is headquartered in Georgia and operates in every U.S. state and Canadian province.
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